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The Internet makes rating anything nearly impossible. Prisoner of the moment, straw-men, 

counter-reaction to the mainstream, counter-counter-reaction to the mainstream, 

undisclosed bias, pretty much any effort to accurately rate anything is going to get tripped 

up once any sort of serious conversation begins.

And yeah, I'd throw this running column as much in that pile as any.

But in the course of the NBA season, guys are going to get overlooked relative to their 

performance. It's just going to happen. So with that, here are my All-Underrated awards.

The Most Valuable Underrated Player: Tim Duncan

Duncan will not win MVP, nor should he win the MVP. He has not been more impactful, 

more outstanding, more excellent than LeBron James or Kevin Durant. (You can make an 

argument for his relative standing to anyone else on the planet.)

And I don't necessarily buy into the contention that the Spurs have been under the radar 

this season. They're constantly talked about by national media sources ... as being under 

the radar. If everyone's talking about how no one's talking about you, everyone's actually 

talking about you. Duncan has gotten his own credit, his own attention for his phenomenal 

play.

Yet, Duncan has been so good, he's still the Underrated MVP.

Duncan's playing the best basketball he's played since 2007. His per-36-minutes numbers 

are all in line with that last championship season, and in some cases, his advanced 

numbers (rebound percentage, block percentage) are actually superior when you account 

for pace.

There is a difference in his role. He is not the centerpiece of the offense anymore. There is 

no centerpiece of the offense anymore. It is a self-supporting automation that runs on 

grizzled determination and pride in execution. But Duncan's particular cog happens to be 

bigger than most, and the Spurs are thriving because they can rely on it.

The bigger impact is on the defensive end, however, where at age 36 Duncan has put 

himself in the running for defensive player of the year. The standard, and horribly flawed 

media approach, will point out his absurd 2.7 blocks per game, but as I'm always 

preaching, defense is way more than blocked shots.

The Spurs are 3.6 points per 100 possessions better defensively with Duncan on the floor, 

a phenomenal mark considering Duncan is almost always up against the top competition, 

very rarely getting burned against the weaker players or fattening up in garbage time.

Duncan's been showing off the whole repertoire offensively this season. Driving to the rim, 

the one-hand hook from just inside the free-throw line, the dreaded turnaround bank shot. 

Tony Parker may have been the Spurs' best player this season, but no one has been so 

brilliant with so little attention, something Duncan desires, than Duncan.
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Runner-Up: Marc Gasol 

Most Underrated Point Guard: Russell Westbrook 

The top five players in Win Shares, via Basketball-Reference: 1. LeBron James 2. Kevin 

Durant 3. Chris Paul 4. James Harden. 5. Russell Westbrook.

The top five players in assist percentage via Basketball-Reference: 1. Chris Paul 2. Tony 

Parker 3. Jose Calderon 4. Russell Westbrook.

Top players in PER, Westbrook is ninth.

Top guards in rebound rate (minimum 20 minutes per game played), Westbrook is third.

He's No. 1 in usage, which you can make jokes about, but the fact is that often results in a 

huge drain on efficiency.

Fourth in points per 36 among guards playing 20 minutes, 11th among guards playing 20 

minutes in assists per 36 minutes, the list goes on and on.

Kevin Durant gets the accolades. Westbrook gets the criticism.

Westbrook has been phenomenal this year, as he was last year, and were he on his own 

team, we'd be talking about him as a fringe MVP candidate the same way we talk about 

James Harden. Instead, he is mocked for his fashion sense and told to give the ball to 

Durant more.

Westbrook should be applauded for the burden he carries for OKC as their only other 

significant consistent offensive contributor and for the adaptation he's made to be more of 

a distributor since Harden was traded. But no one seems to like that story as much as 

"Should the Thunder have kept James Harden and traded Russell Westbrook?" So the 

same story goes on.

Westbrook has been the best point guard no one seems to notice has been great.

Runner-Up: Stephen Curry 

Most Underrated Wing: Paul Pierce, Celtics

This is tough for me because I honestly believe the biggest reason the Celtics got off to 

such a horrible start and the reason they can't advance in the playoffs is that Pierce simply 

doesn't have what he used to on either end of the floor. He's neither devastating off the 

dribble nor solid defensively.

But somehow, despite age having kicked in on him, he's still managed this: 20 points per 

36 minutes, with seven rebounds and five assists and 38 percent shooting from 3.

He's adapted his game. He's used every ounce of that veteran savvy. Only Dirk Nowitzki 

is a scarier threat on the transition trailer three. And without Pierce, the Celtics are 

nowhere near the playoffs after Rondo's injury. Kevin Garnett is the Celtics' most 

important player, but it's Pierce who has carried them to the level they're at.

Most
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Runner-Up: Nicolas Batum 

Most Underrated Stretch Big: Ryan Anderson 

The Sixth Man of the Year candidate has been simply brilliant in a weird lineup situation 

for plucky New Orleans. He's got 19.1 PER, is averaging 19 points per 36 minutes, 

shooting 39 percent from 3 and still grabbing a fair amount of rebounds. Anderson's in a 

weird situation in his rotation on a team full of inexperienced players, but he has made the 

most of it.

Most Underrated Big: Al Horford

The fact that Al Horford wasn't an All-Star is really kind of ridiculous. Horford has been a 

monster this season for the Hawks and is their best player without question. A 56.3 True 

Shooting Percentage, a higher rebound percentage and PER than Marc Gasol (widely 

considered the best center in the league), a brilliant passer (15.2 assist percentage) and a 

phenomenal defender, Horford is never discussed as an elite player in this league, and 

that simply makes no sense.

Horford is essentially the B-Level Tim Duncan and he's only 26. If Duncan and the Spurs 

are overlooked by the national media, Horford is blacklisted. A terrific face-up shooter, 

post-scorer and a guy who comes to work every night, Horford needs more attention this 

season.

MVP

1. LeBron James, Heat: Well, he scored 23 points in less than six minutes the other night, 

so yeah.

2. Kevin Durant, Thunder: Going to end up having arguably the greatest non-MVP-winning 

season since the early 90s.

4. Chris Paul, Clippers: The biggest problem with the Clippers is that none of them are on 

CP3's level, so I'm not going to punish him here for it. 

4. Tony Parker, Spurs: I wonder if Duncan is more valuable, but I'm keeping him here for 

season consistency. 

5. Kobe Bryant, Lakers: Welcome to No. 4 All-Time, Mamba. 

Rookie of the Year

1. Damian Lillard, Trail Blazers: Learning to draw contact is what he should work on next 

year.

3. Anthony Davis, Hornets: Quietly going to finish with a very good rookie season.

2. Andre Drummond, Pistons: The team needs to focus on him going forward. 

4. Bradley Beal, Wizards: Wish we could have seen him in the playoffs. 
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5. Dion Waiters, Cavaliers: A strong finish to a rocky year, which is what you want to see. 

Defensive Player of the Year

1. Marc Gasol, Grizzlies: Coming back from injury was noble, but concerning.

2. Andre Iguodala, Nuggets: There has not been a better on-ball defender this season. 

3. Tony Allen, Grizzlies: If there were someone who had been better, it would be Allen.

4. Larry Sanders, Bucks: Amazing for a third-year guy. Future's so bright, he's got to wear 

shades that he tosses at the officials and gets ejected for. 

5. Joakim Noah, Bulls: He did all this this year with plantar fasciitis. That's insane. 

Most Improved Player

1. Jrue Holiday, 76ers: This should be a unanimous vote. 

2. Greivis Vasquez, Hornets: Finishing the season strong, just needs to work on his 

defense.

3. Larry Sanders, Bucks: Put 21 on Dwight Howard, that ain't bad. 

4. Lance Stephenson, Pacers: From "total joke" to "no joke." 

5. Paul George, Pacers: Fading as the year goes on, he might fall off the final list.

Coach of the Year

1. Erik Spoelstra, Heat: He won 27 in a row, and his team clinched the Eastern No. 1 seed 

on March 29th. I don't care how much talent he has. 

2. Gregg Popovich, Spurs: Always looking long-term, always hating everyone asking him 

about ... well, anything. 

3. George Karl, Nuggets: 50 wins before April is not only phenomenal but the 12th time 

he's put in 50 wins or more in a season in his career. 

4. Scott Brooks, Thunder: Has kept OKC balanced, even with some tough losses this 

year.

5. Mark Jackson, Warriors: The team has stabilized just enough to get him back on this 

list. If it wasn't for that midseason swoon, he might have won this thing. 

6th Man of the Year

1. Jamal Crawford, Clippers: They lean on him so much, he's got to be the most valuable 

sixth man.

2. Jarrett Jack, Warriors: Jack might make some weird decisions, but he's still the guy with 

the ball late in games for a team that has Stephen Curry, and he makes it work. 
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3. Ryan Anderson, Hornets: Just consistently great. Weird that he's a Sixth Man. That 

whole rotation is weird. 

4. J.R. Smith, Knicks: I'm putting J.R. and his now whopping 41 percent shooting 

percentage back on this list because he's been phenomenal at getting to the rim for the 

past eight games. Hurrah. 

5. Carl Landry, Warriors: He has one of the highest PERs and TS percentages for 

nonstarters. He's been a beast for that team. 

Tags: Al Horford, Andre Drummond, Andre Iguodala, Anthony Davis, Bradley Beal, Carl Landry, Chris Paul, Damian 
Lillard, Dion Waiters, Dwight Howard, Greivis Vasquez, J.R. Smith, Jamal Crawford, Jarrett Jack, Joakim Noah, Jose 
Calderon, Jrue Holiday, Kevin Durant, Kevin Garnett, Kobe Bryant, Lance Stephenson, Larry Sanders, LeBron James, 
Marc Gasol, Nicolas Batum, Paul George, Paul Pierce, Russell Westbrook, Ryan Anderson, Stephen Curry, Tim 
Duncan, Tony Allen, Tony Parker, Atlanta Hawks, Boston Celtics, Chicago Bulls, Cleveland Cavaliers, Denver Nuggets, 
Detroit Pistons, Golden State Warriors, Indiana Pacers, Los Angeles Clippers, Los Angeles Lakers, Memphis Grizzlies, 
Miami Heat, Milwaukee Bucks, New Orleans Hornets, New York Knicks, Oklahoma City Thunder, Philadelphia 76ers, 
Portland Trail Blazers, San Antonio Spurs, Washington Wizards, NBA

The Eye on Basketball three-man game emphasizes a lack of 
ball movement, excessive jumpers, and elaborate handshakes. You can follow them on Twitter @MattMooreCBS, 
@talkhoops, and @dailythunder. Follow the blog on Twitter at @eyeonbasketball.
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jcice13 14 hours ago

Andre Miller should be best 6th Man.

Like Reply

Why is Paul George behind Stephenson? Also, everyone needs to stop being biased towards their own teams... 

Like Reply

u r an idiot, your ignorance is staggering, the best ball on ball defernder is avery bradley

Like Reply

<:article id=fyre-message-66923335 class="fyre-comment-article fyre-comment-source-5" data-message-

id="66923335">

dniceful 12 hours ago

@seanomac913 he hasnt played all that much tho,missed lot of the season.

Like Reply

Tony Parker should win the MUP Award every year. Because every year he OWNS Chris Paul in the playoffs/regular season and is 

one of the best PG'S of ALL TIME and most people don't even realize that he's the best PG in the league even right now. I mean 

championships speak for themselves, and Parker has more Championships than Rondo, Westbrook, Williams, Paul, have combined. 

In fact only Rondo has a 1 championship out of all of those guys. Parker has 3.
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dniceful 12 hours ago

@TheyCallMePro so is dunken the mvp because of the 3 titles he won like 10 years ago?parker is a top p.g. but your 

reasoning kills your arguement.bill russell has to be the gr8est player ever by your rationale

Like Reply
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thomassails 9 hours ago

@dniceful learn how to spell and write ......you're friggin illiterate.

Like Reply

underrated team sure is full of allstars

2 Like Reply
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steppxxxxz 17 hours ago

1 Like Reply

sorry but duncan is now way underrated especially when guys on the tnt studio show say he's the greatest of all time, westbrook?? 

can't be on the Olympics and be underrated right? calderon is far more underrated than he is. and I hate to be so argumentative, but 

if you give me al horford? he's getting much more love than elton brand and I'm willing to wager if you folks ask your friends what 

brand's stats are no one guess any where near what they really are, as a matter of fact since brand was the first pick I'd even say 

most of the so-called know it alls say he's been a bust

all I'm saying is that in my opinion, to truly be underrated, a person has to basically be under the radar so to speak, not an all star or 

olympian

Like Reply

Jr is easily the 6th man. its a joke he is continuously overlooked. he can do so much more than crawford 

1 Like Reply

most improved player: Raymond Felton.  he's not one of the best out there, but he was one of the worst last year.  and the way he 

has cut down turnovers has been key to the knicks success. 

Like Reply

"I don't care how much talent he has."  So if i coach a NFL team against a bunch of college teams and win them all i am coach of 

the year right? 

2 Like Reply

" The biggest problem with the Clippers is that none of them are on CP3's level, so I'm not going to punish him here for it" - Wouldn't 

have been that way with the Lakers.

Like Reply

<:article id=fyre-message-66891130 class="fyre-comment-article fyre-comment-source-5" data-message-

id="66891130">

bktabooman 16 hours ago

@DeLaCruz420 Only if he was with the Lakers, he'd probably be averaging 12pts and 5asst.  Kobe would be ball-

hogging all year like he has. 

1 Like Reply

i pretty much agree EXCEPT FOR WESTBROOK...who is on the all overrated team. JEsus, he get so much love for a guy who actually 

would have big problems if he didnt play next to KD. Also...Spoelestra???????????????? Pahleeze......thats not coaching, its 

babysitting stars. He has leBron, he doesnt have to do much. Coach is Thibs, or Karl.....hon mention to Pop and Mark Jackson. I think 
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lawson come to think of it. 

Like Reply
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id="66882625">

Gerry-cooney 17 hours ago

@steppxxxxz I like Tibbs but the Bulls have had the same issue the entire time he has been there great defense and no 

offense... yes they have injuries but so does everyone else he needs to hire a assistant to come up with better ways for 

his team to score consistantly

Like Reply

<:article id=fyre-message-66916682 class="fyre-comment-article fyre-comment-source-5" data-

message-id="66916682">

larriehorse 13 hours ago

@Gerry-cooney @steppxxxxz Who else has had injuries like the bulls?  If the knicks had Melo out for the 

year or LBJ or KD...that would be like what the bulls are dealing with.

1 Like Reply

It is interesting that the Pacer's Head coach Vogel is not even discussed.  All he has done is take a team with their best player injured 

all year to second in their conference.  He might not be the coach of the year, but he should be in the running. 

3 Like Reply

<:article id=fyre-message-66888238 class="fyre-comment-article fyre-comment-source-5" data-message-

id="66888238">

eleven22 16 hours ago

@Lifetraveler Vogel is COY in my opinion  

Like Reply

Duncan's been winning that his whole career

1 Like Reply

The truly underrated players are the players that don't make the underrated list. And while I agree that Horford is indeed underrated 

comparing his rebounding numbers to Marc Gasol's  shows nothing. Marc Gasol's rebounding numbers are embarrassing for a 

center of his size, Chris Kaman and Jermaine O'Neal have better rebounding %s and more rebounds per minute. 

Like Reply

<:article id=fyre-message-66868921 class="fyre-comment-article fyre-comment-source-5" data-message-

id="66868921">

dAdXeR 19 hours ago

@Goat on Fire While I think that Gasol being the best center in the NBA is a bit of an overstatement, I think the 

rebounding numbers are a bit unfair since Gasol plays alongside a top 5 rebounder in Randolph.

1 Like Reply
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epie3 20 hours ago

Tim Duncan is underrated because I saw a whole panel of goofballs like Jon Barry discussing the "top 5 power forwards in the NBA." 

They must've named every forward EXCEPT Tim Duncan. Barry had Ryan Anderson and Paul Milsap in his top five. 

Like Reply

Since when is Tim Duncan underrated?!?!?!? We've been hearing the "Big Fundamental" lauded as a HoF player his entire career.

I wouldn't call Pierce and Westbrook "underrated" either.

Like Reply
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jcice13 14 hours ago

@Cyber how can paul pierce be underrated for pete's sake right? if a person never saw a basketball game and you sat 

him down to a celtic game even they would know pierce in one of the best guys on the court

1 Like Reply

 Really?  The Spurs and Tim Duncan are underrated?  Last I checked Vegas has the Spurs at 7/1 to win the title, third behind the 

Heat and Thunder.

Your entire writeup was about how great Duncan and the Spurs have been this year, but nothing to suggest that they are actually 

underrated.  In fact you even agree that they aren't exactly flying under the radar.  How does this article make any sense?

Like Reply

With any other coach (other than Pop), the Bulls would be under 500 and on the outside looking in on the playoffs.  You can debate 

whether that might be a better option for the Bulls, but you cannot debate that Coach Thibs is an elite coach in the NBA and should 

be in the top 5 of any coach of the year conversation.

2 Like Reply
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@cmkern I agree with that whole heartedly. While all of the praise and attention has gone to Rose for the Bulls' 

turnaround the past few years this guy has made Chicago a top 5 defense in spite of Rose's sub-par defensive abilities. 

This year has only further hammered that point home, being 8 games over .500 despite being dead last in the league in 

scoring, solely due to the fact that they're 3rd in points allowed per game.

Spo and Brooks are good coaches but I can't consider them coach of the year candidates with the sorts of squads that 

they have. 

Like Reply

Kemba Walker should be on the most improved list. Just because he is on a bad team doesn't mean that he is a bad player.
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Without Kobe the Lakers are in the same category as the Charlotte Bobcats, so he has an argument for Kobe being MVP 

if you look at it to value to a team.

2 Like Reply

<:article id=fyre-message-66882155 class="fyre-comment-article fyre-comment-source-5" data-

message-id="66882155">

Gerry-cooney 17 hours ago

@TxBucsfan Lakers escaped the Bobcats twice this season after trialing by 18 at hm and 20 on the road 

so even with Kobe they are only slightly better than the Bobcats.. with 4 additional all-stars.. smh

1 Like Reply

@cubufffan1 Cubs fan, that explains your comment, you've been a looser for a hundred years.

Like Reply

@cubufffan1 Uh! how can kobe get sredit for the little success the lakers have without getting blame for the failures 

especially when he is the first one to throw teammates under the bus even though he goes 11 of 33 from the field. He is 

a part of the Lakers problem especially on the defensive end as he and Gasol and Nash are awful on that end of the 

floor then add his shot selection and you have a 37-36 record with 5 all-stars

Like Reply

Most Underrated?  You could almost list the Spurs starting 5 and have as accurate a list as any other.  They're a great team and well 

run organization.  Hat's off to them... 

Like Reply
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